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to some of the nicest and most knowledgeable people one could
hope to find. In the last six years several members of the South-
ern Tier Chapter have helped shape both Maximus's ability and
increased my perspective as a dog trainer. With the chapter's
help Maximus has gone on to achieve a Utility Prize ll. Without
a doubt, progressing through the NAVHDA system has allowed
an amateur trainer to mold a raw lump of genetic talent into a well
polished, versatile, canine athlete. But then, isn't that the whole
point of NAVHDA?
These days Maximus spends his time living the life most versa'

tile dogs dream of. He gets the best feed, free run of the house,
full bed and couch privileges; and he gets to hunt approximately
fifty days per year for snipe, giant Canada geese, and everything
in between.
What does he like to hunt most? Only he knows for sure. Our

bread and butter are the large amounts of native, and migrating,
woodcock which call our coverts home. Grouse are a special
treat for both of us as they can be quite hard to come by in our
locality. Maximus seems to regard pheasants as outlaws who
choose to break the rules by running, and skulking, and he takes
particular delight in bringing them to "justice". lf he could speak
however, I would wager that Maximus's favorite activity is chas'

The Whcle Pnint $f NAVMffiA
Cedarwoods Rebel Rouser, (call name Maximus) joined our
household early in 2003 as a future replacement for my aging
wirehair. The little pup had a large collar to fill.
I didn't know it at the time but Cedarwoods kennel owner, Bob

Farris, had graciously sent me a pup out of what would become
a home run pairing of his prized Cedarwoods Zinfandel and
Cedarwoods Quincy Dan. This pairing has gone on to create many
great NAVHDA dogs.
As I hunt waterfowl extensively in upstate New York I explained

to Bob that I wanted a dog that would excel at both early October
swamp hunts, as well as sub-freezing, January big water hunts.
Bob didn't disappoint.
That first summer Maximus and I spent a lot of time doing yard

and water work. lt is a great testament to his genetics that by fall
Maximus was doing utility quality duck searches' Maximus's
Natural Ability test was my first exposure to NAVHDA and it went
flawlessly. He hit the water like a freight train, pointed each bird
he encountered, and ran the track very quickly. At the end of the
day Maximus had a maximum score and I had made several new
friends who were in the chapter.
In hindsight, the decision to test Maximus in Natural Ability was

the best decision I could have made. At that test I was introduced
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ing down crippled waterfowl. Even in reaching the far side of
middle age, Maximus will stil l sometimes "voice" in excitement
when chasing cr ippled and diving ducks and geese.
Wil l ie Nelson once sang "Gee, ain ' t  i t  funny how t ime sl ips

away." That has become abundantly clear to me in writing this
submission. In the six short years since Maximus has entered
my life there has been many changes. Subsequent to Maxi-
mus' arrival my family has been blessed with two children. My
son, Payton, at the age of two and a half, was able to attend
his first hunt with Maximus. Payton loves telling everybody how
"Daddy shoots the gun, and the goose fell in the water, and
Max went in the water, and Max brought the goose back to
Daddy!" As Bob Farris had previously told me, the most endear-
ing aspect of owning a Pudelpointer is their soft hearted person-
ality. Without a doubt, Maximus's greatest quality is his never
ending patience when dealing with two young children who seem
to take particular delight in pushing his limits.
In closing lwould like to thank Bob Farris of Cedarwoods Ken-

nelfor producing such a wonderful companion and to the South-
ern Tier Chapter for all of their help over the last few years.
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